HIGH PERFORMANCE WALK-THROUGH METAL DETECTOR

- High level of Detection Uniformity
- High Immunity to external interferences
- Highly visible double Display provides single or multiple location of weapons in transit
- Very high speed of Detection
- High Reliability
- Local or Remote Programming with networking capabilities

HIGH DISCRIMINATION AND FLOW RATE

The HI-PE Multi-Zone is a high performance walk-through Metal Detector which exceeds all International Security Standards. A “height on person” display actually indicates, by means of illuminated LED’s, the position of the weapon on the person.

Three operating modes are available: Floating (standard), the location zones are not fixed, as in the case of metal detectors with multiple receiver-transmitter coils, but are variable and continuous so as to achieve optimum resolution; 8-Zones and 4-Zones, the alarm threshold can be adjusted individually for each zone.

www.ceia.net
The HI-PE Multi-Zone allows a high level of discrimination between significant metal masses, such as the weapons which are to be detected, and personal metal items. Extremely high levels of immunity to external interference, making it easy to use even when external electrical noise is encountered. The sensitivity is independent of the transit speed.

The detector’s control unit is incorporated into the detector and maximum reliability.

**High-Integration Professional Electronics**

Without the use of cables detectors with a reciprocal distance of down to 5 cm.

**Synchroisation between two or more metal masses**

**Rapid Replacement**

**Multiple Installations**

Automatic mechanical lock and two alphanumeric passwords.

**High-speed Detection**

**Up to 15 m/s (45 ft/s)**

**Mixted Alloy Metals**

**Detection of Magnetic, Non-Magnetic and Security Standards**

**Immortal Selection of International Security Standards**

**Immediate Selection of International Security Standards**

**Detection of Magnetic, Non-Magnetic and Mixed Alloy Metal Weapons**

**High Detection Speed**

**Up to 15 m/s (45 ft/s)**

**Exceptional Immunity** to electromagnetic and mechanical interference.

**Programmable Operation** controlled by microprocessor.

**Programming** via built-in keypad and display or RS-232 serial connection to Remote Control Unit (RCU2), a PC or a computer network.

**Programming Access** protected by both a mechanical lock and two alphanumeric passwords.

**High-integration Professional Electronics** and maximum reliability.

**Control Unit** incorporated into the detector.

No initial or periodic calibration.

**Easy Maintenance** modular control unit for a rapid replacement.

Colour: light grey RAL 7040.

**Installation Data**

**Power Supply** 115 / 230 VAC, ±15%, 45 - 65 Hz, 30 VA max.

**External Interface**: RS-232C for connection to a Remote Control Unit (RCU2), a terminal, a computer, an external modem or other CEIA Metal Detectors.

**Protection**

Indoor Model: IP20 - IEC529

Outdoor Model: IP65 - IEC529

**Operating Temperature**

-20°C to +70°C

**Storage Temperature**

-35°C to +70°C

**Relative Humidity** 0 to 95% (without condensation)

**Alarm Modes**

**Visible Signals**

- Multi-zone display bar for “height on person” localization
- High intensity display
- Green and red metering signals proportional to the mass of the object detected

**Audible Signals**

- High acoustic intensity alarm signal
- Volume and tone of alarm signal can be programmed

**Certification and Conformity**

Complies with Regulations relating to pacemakers, defibrillators or other vital support systems, pregnant women and magnetic storage media (floppy disks, audio cassettes, video cassettes and similar).

Conforms to the current International Security Standards for Walk-Through Metal Detectors.

Complies with EC Regulations and International Standards relating to Electrical Safety and Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC).

**Accessories / Options**

**Emergency Batteries**

**RCU2** the console provides complete remote control of CEIA Walk-Through Metal Detector functions.

**MNDN-1** Ethernet network interface for CEIA Metal Detectors.

**MBSU-1 Unit** is a portable device designed to supply CEIA Metal Detectors in outdoor applications or in situations where mains power supply is unavailable.

**MD Scope**

Software for oscilloscope simulation and terminal operation on CEIA MDs.

**Metal Detector Divesting Table**

This article acts both as a spacer between the X-ray unit and the Metal Detector and as a temporary depository for metal personal effects.

**APSIM**

Connection module with Anti-tamper on/off switch and Ethernet interface.

**Photocell Transit Counter** and automatic alarm rate calculation.

**Outdoor Version**

Waterproof degree IP65.
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